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“Political Pearls”
U A Elections 2020

Serious readers of the Bible, know that G-d enabled

a donkey to speak intelligently. Believers know that

Democrat Donkeys can be made to talk just as

intelligently.

Quotes
…

Zim Olson & Zim Mathematics

The Democrat Platform, As Expressed, will fail.

Guaranteed. As insanity has a general tendency to fail

anywhere, not just in this country. Regardless of any

Trump rationalization or no rationalization.

The Democrat Political Machine has become just

another Pyramid Scheme. New members are enticed

with promises of services, benefits, monetary favors,

programs and other chicanery, giving a clearly

unsustainable platform. Which no one can forgo or

remove themselves from, as the results would be

“disastrous”.

Contrary to some of us, “Dysfunction is not a variation

or another form of function” .

With all oil money gone to Arab/Middle East, Ask an

Arab, what one good thing has come out of there?

And they simply would not understand the question.

Best I can figure, Truth is against a Muslim belief

system. Feel free to correct me if I am not correct.

The Muslim light may be on, but no one is home. The

Muslim domain(s) do not include express-ability

within any kind of principal/principal open domain.

Confessions of my own: “I have never read one word

of the Koran” Which is problematic as Martin Luther

pointed out 500 years ago.
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A Zim Math Story - Non-Fiction

The New/Next Holly-Weird Block Buster.

"The USA Democrat-Party/Titanic"

Opening Scene: Nancy Pelosi Congress-Lady is

addressing Congress once again in another Famous

representation of the Democrat Party and her voting

majority, if nothing else. A loud noise and shudder fills

the Congressional room. Nancy continues to address

Congress. An announcement is made. "Abandon ship

(USA Titanic/Democrat-Party). Democrats (Not

Republicans) look confused. The word goes out, "Do not

Delay, there are limited Congressional seats and

Political Life Boats." (Three Zim Mathematics Torpedoes

have struck under the Democrat Political Party water

line.) Democrats scurry to find another political life boat

or Congressional-life seat. Everything goes dark. ..

.

It is not sure if Nancy found a Political life boat or

Congressional seat! Some say she may have found an

alternative venue in her home state of California.

Perhaps, pursuing her second dream career as Holly-

weird actress?

__________________________

This is truly the Land of Promise and Opportunity. For 

Every-One.

It is Zim's futuristic Vision, no one will spend immense

fortunes of time, money and energy with these learning

institutions that invest heavily in established pseudo

learning-domains involving pseudo political express-

ability, that give us only limited, terminal express-

ability outcomes.

Wives are ALWAYS right. Working from open domain is

NEVER wrong. Everyone knows this already. Zim

Mathematics provides a “How” and a “Why”. This Truth

keeps the Zim Math Mill humming.
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Comparison and contrast of pseudo options or

behavioral options can be exceedingly unhelpful,

providing only additional Ms-information.

AND here is a special question for the voting ladies,

“What would be your fantasy president?”. I don’t really
mean this to be another joke. I am no expert on

anything, Zim is just an observer like most of us on this

planet. … I may want to throw in my hat as a

prezidential candidate some time. Maybe I will be ready

when I am 92 years old?

Imagine: Hillary elected. Starts WW III by mistakenly

pushing the wrong button. She somehow thought she

was pushing Bill's buttons! In the True spirit of Yankee

Ingenuity of Ms America and the female inquisitive

mind, She says, "What' is wrong with you Bill? !! I can

fix it !!. Some one tell poor Ms. Hillary she needs to

push the correct right/wrong buttons is all ….

Congresswoman Diana DeGette Queen of Partial

Information and MS Truths.... Don't think I will get

much argument on this from most places. Don't think

DD is concerned in the least with any of these labels,

at all.
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Ms. 

Democrat.

Piggy Pelosi.

I attempted to reassure my wife tonight; “Trust and

not be afraid". The Lord brought us through Y2K, He

can bring us through Corona Virus. Neighbors are

concerned about Toilet Paper shortages!!! Maybe

Denver Post, New York Times, Washington Post ,

could retool their industry for TP Manufacturing? Their

patriotic duty, also a better use of Global resources.

They wouldn't complain about the profits they would

make. All jokes aside, this experience needs to be

taken in full context. When is the last time a News

Station or Network, has given a straight story on

anything. If allowed to ask any of them "What is your

definition of an honest, complete, news story". The

response should be global headline news.

STUFF is God
How can a Trillion Flies be Wrong ?!

Maybe a Democrat can tell you this.

Education Systems in US to can be easily pinned

for the pathetic contemporary dialogues in

media. Where information is billed as a form or

variation of Truth. Stuff is not a fact and is not

truth. For example: A commode is not a fact and

also is not truth. At best a commode is a

commode. We are indeed Thankful for this.

Some in politics today tell us Love = Love, as

some logical statement in which to develop our

understanding of political issues. Or maybe as

some foundation to build our understanding.

Clever people can clearly show that …
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… Love is a Commode. However, the utility of

this understanding is not clear. No identifiable

use of principal / principle utility can be shown.

Giving no information for developable/ reducible

logic. As with our political dialogues of today.

They may as well as tell us Love = Shmove.

Which appears to what many get from the

proposed political foundation, Love = Love.

The GREAT
Game Changer 

today, after 

President Barak 

Obama (B.O.) in   

Elections 

2020.

The GREAT

Game 

Changer.

A Century before 

the Birth of 

Christ (B.C.). A 

Conquering 

Greek king in 

Israel, sacrificed 

a Pig in the 

temple in 

Jerusalem!

Love =
The

Contemporary 

Gross National Product. 

G.N.P.
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Jesus gave us the way, truth and life and showed us

the pathway to Heaven. These nice Cowsies, even if

they managed to all moo in key and harmony, would

lead us to know where but H-ll.

Looks like the Democrat Cowsies in the USA /

Washington are on a stampede and headed for a cliff.

We need some Republican Cow-boys to round them up.

Some Prime Beef is at Steak! Now if I were a

Republican Cowboy (I am not), what I would do is

lasso any Democrat Cowsie stragglers hoping this

would lessen the Herd mentality and rationale. Next I

would try singing a tried and true Cowboy Ballad, “Get

a long little doggies”, as this may help the Democrat

Cowsies not focus on and follow all the rear ends of

the Dem Cowsies in front of them. Hopefully then our

legislatures can go back to work and do their job

running our government. Now remember, it is

important to not say mean things to these Cowsies!

There is Mooo (Nooo) evidence that anything is “Better

Together” at all. Especially if these are Democrat

Cowsies. However, there is hope for this scenario …
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“The C-w’s Prayer” (Moo)

A Suggested Pseudo Prayer for our Pseudo Democrat 

Freinds. 

Mo-o: Mooo? Mooo! Moo, Mooo, Moooo. 

Moo. A-Moo.

Maybe a Rain Dance would be more appropriate?

Better  Yet! “Don’t forget the Secret Sauce”

(Cowsies would taste better and be more Intelligent)

I hear Zim Olson and Zim Mathematics may be in

trouble! I just heard the Ruling Denver Sect has passed

another ordinance. Saying Though Shalt not compare

dogs with G-d. Even if you spell God with G-d!! Here is

the T-Shirt design that precipitated the ruling Denver

Left outcry and response. I hope this does not cause

massive protests and rioting!? And maybe the defacing

of God or dog statues. Are there any dog or God

statues? Well there should be if there are not!!! All

this goes against the Moral Fiber of EVERY Left Wing

Democrat. "Moral Fiber" may not be in the Dictionary,

but they know what I mean by this.

Prevailing strategy of the USA Politics: 

1. Get high on pot. 

2. Cash your check from Government every month. 

3. Vote your conscience (If you have one).

Feminists Claims of Discriminatory In-Equality 

BECAUSE of  documented pay differences between 

populations of some pseudo / partial sex organ, in 

reality has basis only on their inferior Mathematics.

I suppose the Democrat-Left (Atheists) Don’t believe in 

Mathematics either.
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Jesus in his ministry from Earth/Heaven 2000 years ago,

was not so interested in amassing a popular army of

believers. Jesus as documented in the Bible was more

interested in organizing Truth as expressed on

Earth/Heaven.

Democrats appear keen on amassing and army of

millions of voters, or they fear they will be history.

Jesus knew these persons were already history as

documented in the Bible. As shown clearly in the Bible,

the new age political platform of the Democrats is

simply the same old age. Or the same old stuff.

Some of our members of Congress have strong

background or Education in Divinity, and are competent

in several Cow/Moo Lingo Dialects. AND others have the

benefit of formal training in Deceit/Lying as with

members of the American Bar Associations. Zim has

had to pick up on these skills throughout his life

experience on his own. I do have additional skills,

which many of our Congressional object(s) don’t seem

to possess. That is of formal training and exercise in

Math Logic, Symbolic, Art, Mathematical, Scientific, etc

that is Truly develop-able and Reducible to a wide

variety of domains, that Contemporary Congressional

“Leaders” are not aware of at all.

The too much of a "Bad/Good" thing. Most of us are

aware we are all part of Satan's domain. When we

become part of Satan's kingdom (Capitol S) this

becomes very, very Bad. As we all know logic can get

you to heaven, and logic can get you to hell. Principally

it is your choice. As in the Nazi phenomena of the last

century. This segment recognized and identified with a

phenomenon of Evolution, deciding that’s us and we

are it, all we need to do is give Evolution a little helping

hand. The capital “S” of the 20th Century. A principle

vs principal unity. If Nazi Fuhrer Adolf Hitler had any

children, he may have wanted to rethink the Superior

Race portion of the Nazi manifesto.

G-d Bless America. G-d Bless our Freedoms. You can

say Stuff equals G-d in our country. And even run it up

the Flag pole and see if the anybody salutes. This is

done more than is openly admitted in our forums. Ask

the Democrats how this works.

Mexican / Drug Cartel must laugh VERY hard. Gringos

have MUCH more money than brains.
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Not surprisingly to Democrats or Republicans, the

Trump Administration has somehow managed to

determine, that indeed Humanity has had an impact on

Global Climate....This is an entirely different matter to

some of us still on Planet Earth to determining a

cause/effect to Global temperature...this also gives a

new meaning to insanity to think our government that

has not been able to manage a federal budget for years

would come up with a workable strategy to manage the

Global climate.

The US / World Editorial Industry have killed

Information. A possible remedy is Clawx, where

Freedom of Publication and it's availability is

exercised.

True/Truthful Choice, as express-ability within

principal and principal open domains for any object

and/or object(s).

Pseudo Democrat Religion vs. Mathematics. Equality

and / or In-Equality express-able in Math vs. Pseudo

Dem Religion, Equality or Inequality.

Democrat promises: What will you be? Pastrami or

Salami. YOUR choice! THE PROMISE: Your question

AND Your answer.

Running out of ammunition with systems Zim math

weaponry not a concern. Not such a matter of

sufficient apples or oranges. All identified objects are

applicable. Democrats may fear they will run out of

Beans. Not a concern to rest of us. Also not such a

concern who has this weaponry or upon who, what,

where it is used.

Non-function a choice or a Human: Outcome not your

choice. Choose your outcome domain only available

choice. Principal or pseudo/partial ie Satan's Kingdom

is our available choice.
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I think I have figured out the Secret to Democrat

success. Their Secret weapon, or maybe better said

their secret sauce to success: E = STUFF(LGBQ)2.

Am I wrong in this observation?!

With Obama and Obama Care “All stuff is possible “.

And as Everybody now knows, Columbus is really

nobody. Because as the Democrats tell us, the only

Moral or otherwise compass you need now is to “Vote

Democrat". As the Democrats and Left have

Discovered The New World Order. Where all things they

choose are Equal.

With decades of pathetic dialogues across our national

media and news networks we have discovered new

responses to intellectual vapor and intellectual B.O. All

this can also be identified in Zim Math Systems and/or

Sub Systems outlines. … For object and/or object(s).

Within all recognized domains.

Just got the brainstorm to Winter Proof our A/C to keep

cold weather out of our Apartment in Denver CO. This

made me think, President Obama and I think more

alike than I realized. "All things are possible with Duct

Tape"..... Don't vote for Zim for Prezident either.

“Our Federal Government has a perceived Policy to not

exclude large segments of US population from

participating in the principal/principle American

Dream.” A-men.

In the Modern Era of Enlightenment, the B.O. (Barak

Obama) Era, we have been given from the Federal

Government . . .

The Emancipation from   _____ .

ANOTHER Answer with out ANY Question. 

Principal+Principle

?
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In many circles of USA, it is recognized that to

manage anything, A McDonalds, … Federal

Government, Certain skills, know how, ability,

intelligence and leadership are a requirement.

Well at least Democrats possess Leadership.

Our Government Leaders of Late, consisting of an

overwhelming majority of Career Washington

Bureaucrats and Lawyers is producing dominant

unhealthy flavors and smell(s) from Washington DC.

I don’t think many of those in Washington have ever

earned an honest dollar in their lives. The majority

have made a career out of spending other people’s

earned money.

The National Managed Health Care system has evolved

into the National Mis-Managed Health Care System.

Colorado Legal Services was defunded years ago.

Mandated Advisory Groups to Health Care somehow

have been given by law no say, no requirement by any

one to act in any way on offered advice, and no record

of any advise offered by these groups. Our National

Health Care system(s) is run by chosen and selected /

omitted and incompetent bureaucrats who by design

have no accountability to their consumers of services.

Our recognized national resource of intelligence, the

medical profession, is run by this mis-management

health care system.

Google Artificial Intelligence (AI) does not do so well

in mimicking G-d, but does a GREAT job in producing a

spitting image of Satan. I guess Mr/Ms Google figured

that since they were telling the Globe all the

information they needed, they may as tell Americans

who to vote for.

Selection / Omission Methodologies Mathematically

identifiable as variant of Earthly Stupidity.
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I wanted to give CNN some important feed back, but

there was no option for this on their web site. I wonder

why? I wanted to suggest they start a line of

broadcasts for "Kiddy Shows". Like the morning shows

that used to be available. They wouldn't have to

change their format much. Maybe just end each

broadcast with the broadcaster getting a pie in the

face. Like Soupy Sales got when I was a kid in Detroit

Michigan area. It worked for him..

As I have heard from legislatures on Capitol Hill.

(Paraphrased here for Democrats). If it looks like a

sack of stuff..., Smells like a sack of stuff..., By golly it

is a sack of ....... ! The naming of Pluto as not a planet

but an asteroid, The tomato as not a vegetable but a

fruit, people as some form of stuff. I suppose this is all

well, but it may be helpful if those pulling some of

these strings realized they were just another form of

stuff themselves. See Image Below….

"Fears of our Brains being Hijacked by our

Smartphones". Many of us aren't worried, as most

realize we weren't that smart to begin with. My

Smartphone seems smarter to itself than me the user.

Not always helpful.

Our LBGQ friends insist on a methodology of selected /

omitted principal object(s) expression(s). Science, as

Expressed, is Glorified witchcraft. Science insists on

denying / ignoring Principal / Principle powers, while

utilizing other powers.

I heard on the “Network” from Zim Mathematics,

“Obama is going to one up his LBGQ friends and

experience a Race Change and become a Christian”.
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In Regards to Separation of Church/State fans, here

G-d as Evidenced for ALL Identified Object(s)

anywhere / everywhere:

Denver City Council: Please call me anything you want,

but please don't call me a Democrat. The Democrats

have done such a wonderful job branding their political

product and platform, there is no need to say more.

Rock n Roll on at work. We try to figure out what

combination Caffeine, Alcohol, Pot, Medication, Meth,

Cocaine, LSD, o/Drugs they were on.
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Chinese Leadership afraid of losing their pensions.

Threaten the world. Isn't it how this works for

dictatorships. Their "Gospel" makes sense to

themselves, but on the open domain market, it don't

add up to anything at all.

A friend walked up to the bus stop with a T-Shirt

yesterday. I could read some of it, “Science is Real,

Fake News is Real, Love is Love, No one is illegal, etc.”

Thought to myself a number of responses quickly, here

are some that I am able to write down, “Principal

Earthly non-function is real, Satan is real, you are real,

Love may equal Love but I am not sure what else Love

equals, And I guess we all must be legal then”. The

long standing and so called fundamental Greek

Philosophy of Humanity possessing a basic innate

intelligence governing our behavior, is obviously

seriously flawed. This long held view needs thorough

re-examination. But don’t forget, Yeshua has ALL the …

… Answers AND Questions. Instead, I told my friend at

the Bus Stop that morning, the Menu at work today

where I prepare a meal at CHARG Resource Center,

“Spaghetti”! I think she responded favorably to this.

Never cease to be amazed at the results of the US

Education system I witness in Denver every day. I take

Socialization is a goal. Incredible! The only Truth

machine ever was Jesus. The rest of us fall short.
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Reading the New Testament with Ruth this morning. I

had an amazing revelation from the reading of the

parable of the Sheep and The Sheep Herder, that

Humanity and Followers of Jesus are considered as

Dumb as Sheep! Amen. Jesus is indeed Lord!!! And for

those who are fearful they don't meet even this

standard, never fear, The New Testament provides

documentation of G-dly grace for other critters, and

even Rocks (I thought this would be of interest to

Denver Democrats, in particular). I just had an

Additional revelation about this scripture... Jesus was

being incredibly charitable and kind in characterizing

mankind and Christ followers as Sheep.

Proposed remarketing for Denver Post. Reformat

product as Toilet Paper, giving more demand. True

challenge for DP Editors, but not too much. They are

up to this task!

Heard from reliable sources on network, "Mayor

Hancock ruled the Raiders cannot win in Denver again"

Thank you for looking out for us Mayor.

Flat Earth vs Hyper Cubes, Possibly Earth as Hyper

cube, US debt in Hyper cube space. New possibilities

for our politicians!

Mr. Obama and Democrats are political frauds. They

promised and claimed responsibility for “Change”,

when it was Entropy at the helm the whole time. The

Democrats claimed a corner ability on Entropy, which

wasn’t so.

Individual/Couple as Principal object(s) 1 and/or 0. A

Viability Example? Dual Stupidity is Non-Workable.

Notion that info is same to men & women is one of

mankind's most recent bad inventions. Just ask my

wife to confirm.

Is Gender Equality after 208 years a Joke? Maybe not.

But it is definitely an incredibly HUGE Joke! After 208

years, not to mention eons on Earth, nothing to date

on Earth is equal to anything else, or anywhere at all.

G-d given intelligence enables Humanity to

meaningfully say an Apple = Orange, but to produce

meaningful fruit one needs to provide ADDITIONAL

information.
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AND don't forget the most important of all, "Stuff

Stinks"... Maybe I missed my calling, I should have

become a poet instead of a Creative Mathematician.

Caramba! At least I avoided the pit of becoming a

journalist or lawyer. Thank You Jesus.

The Contemporary truism offered to the Global Public:

The White Male as the Devil and Global threat. Sad but

true. Unfortunately, the chosen alternative offered to

all of us, is proving to be MUCH, MUCH worse. We are

presented just another ongoing and global

contemporary CURSE.

As Compared to, Christian, Science methodologies

that are easily document-able as Evidence AND/Or

Faith.

We are all equally stupid I suppose. Not sure what we

are supposed to do with that GREAT realization either.

Journalists need to be required to take at least on

course in intro statistics. Please!! Their GREAT

grammar is not sufficient and their written, spoken

verbal ability is making a mess of our media.
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If you think you can do a better job than current

policemen, submit your applications please. Otherwise

just run for political office like the rest of these guys.

Also I think McDonald's may be hiring? I don't mean by

this to denigrate minimum wage McDonald's

employees! There are also management positions.

Just heard this Prophecy from the 

Zim Mathematics News Network:

When Jesus returns, to Earth, he will appear to every

one on Earth as a Bald Man. And somehow large

numbers of women will turn to watching re-runs of

Tom Cruise, and Robert Redford Movies. Ultimately

they will seek and worship Satan. And then Jesus

gives his famous line to them “Frankly I don’t give a

hoot” or is that “I never knew you”. A-dios chicks.

TBN’s reason for why Israel deserves their land: "G-d

gave them this land" as stated in the Bible .

The Old and/or New testament refer to ownership of

Land of Israel in these ways also. In future, past,

present and Biblical tenses. References of Israel and

owners being vomited, etc out of the land. Due to a

lack of Adherence to G-d, Biblical, “commandments”.

THE Reason Israel has right to the Land:

1. Jesus, "You can tell a Tree by its Fruit"

2. The Land of Israel flourishes under Israel.

3. The Land of "Palestine" was a barren desolate land,

past, present, future. …

… This is sufficient reason to give Israel the Right to

their Land., for most of us over here. As our GREAT

Congress persons would tell us, "If it walks like a

duck, talks like a duck, it is probably just another left

wing Democrat.
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Our Medicaid Safety Net is There for YOU.

In this contemporary New Age of Enlightenment

otherwise known as the B.O. era (Barak Obama) where

hard Science and Statistical Science clearly

documents that all Person(s) are somehow equal. This

gives us the foundation + rationale for LGBT Equality

legislation in our country and for the constantly

evolving LGBT Division of Healthcare. Where kind,

compassionate, caring thoughtful (if not intelligent)

health care professionals are available year around to

provide a FREE consultation and complete evaluation

before making available a FREE / Low Cost (Paid by

Medicaid) sex change of YOUR Choice.

Contemporary USA Politicians would like us all to

understand that the evidence of the efficacy of their

GREAT programs and political ideas is self evident and

does not deserve the SLANDEROUS mathematical

analysis presented. Mathematical exercise may be

suitable for those with too much free time (if not

dollars, Mathematicians are not known for $ wealth),

but not suitable for those doing the hands on, hard

work of running our government and country.

"The Best Revival is a Zim Math Revival, AND

GUARANTEED to bring the House down." Zim Olson

Seeking Legal Help in Discrimination case for Bald

men. This is overwhelmingly self-evident. in field of

politics, preachers, car-salesmen. Maybe Attorney Jay

Sekulow would help me with this. On second thought….

A Zim Math recommendation to Pseudo Democrat

leaders in California. They may need more than a pot,

Hollyweird, gay-lifestyle to support their economy. AND

I think California needs Silicone Valley more than

Silicone Valley needs California.
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Truth to Democrat: Watching Sunset w martini.

Fallacy: Run out of Gin, Olives. Dem Answer: Invest,

purchase unlimited supply of Gin, olives. A more

contemporary version of Democrat Truth: “A Beer or

Joint, YOUR Choice”.

And before your Democrat friend(s) go away, ask

them “Their opinion on what is the difference

between the Truth and a Lie?” You can be sure they

will be glad to VERY carefully explain this to you.

FLASH: Just Heard from reliable source on the

network. Rats have been observed in Heaven. And as a

True Zim Math Scientist, I will look into why no

Democrats have been observed there. Remember: You

heard this first at Zim Mathematics!

All democrats are liars. Just ask one, "What is Truth?"

You are GUARANTEED a laughable response. This is

the farthest thing from their minds. You could also ask

your Democrat neighbor, ‘What is the difference to you

between a bag of beans and the truth?” You will not

receive a coherent and probably non angry response…

If a Democrat were to honestly tell me the difference

between Truth and a Bag of Beans, I would consider

the remote possibility that I am not 100 % correct.

In a Tweet to Former First Lady Michelle Obama I said,

“Truth” that does not Transcend is not Truth. It is

something else. And important distinguishing feature

to most of us on this side of the planet.

Democrats are counting popular votes. Zim

Mathematics banks on availability of viable truth. If

you are the betting type, Who or What do YOU think

wins? I personally don't like to gamble. Even if it was

in a Trump Casino. It will be a cold day in H-ll before I

vote for another Democrat.
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Equality + Entropy: Order to Disorder. ... You know

maybe the Ladies have discovered the missing link or

component to human intelligence. Seriously! Chaos

can be important also. Funny, but not necessarily a

joke. Unit-Versal Equality is definitely material for

eternal, infinite Jokes.

The Democrat Left: What is the difference between

Truth and Bag of Beans? I will cheat and give you an

acceptable answer, as I feel you are not ready for this

trick question/answer. ..Upon verification , a bag of

beans is mathematically and otherwise Stuff. Good for

soup at best, if you know how to cook that is. Truth

has self evident and axiomatic application to all

recognized express-ability and their domains.

Indeed; the Left appears to consist of overwhelmingly

fools and genuinely verifiable morons. A definition of

Interest.

Left Moron: States, implied / explicit Truth is the same

as a Lie, and then builds his World and even Universe

around this.

If News Media had a feature on corruption in the News

Media Industry, that possibly could be something worth

paying attention to.

In conversation I had with fellow Mathematician an

admitted atheist, she said regarding Christians and

Christian Faith and Bible many undeniable negative

things and well known facts. I responded after a while

of this, “Everything you say is undeniably True, none of

it is Truth however”. Somehow the conversation

stopped there. I suppose even an Atheist

Mathematician realizes true statements need to be

reconciled as Truth, or you are left with Nada.
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I moved to Denver Colorado for the “Colorado Rocky

Mountain High”. Now days people are moving to

Colorado to get high on Marijuana. The vast majority

no doubt vote Democrat.

I imagine Sex Education in Public Schools must be

getting quite the Trip! And an ever increasing need for

Government funding for sensitivity programs. As

people experience the urge to laugh hysterically.

LGBQ(A-Z).

RE: Comments of Democratic Voting Majority

consisting of Pot Heads, Addicts, and the like is an

undeniable political demographic you never hear about

within contemporary news media industries. But a fact

the Democrat leaders are keenly aware of. I am

steering clear of this political dynamic. The Colorado

Rocky Mountain High state is getting higher and higher.

With all the Pot smokers pouring into our state perhaps

we may look at future amendment referendums that

legalize maybe cocaine. Maybe some "wise" people

will propose banning the Bible?

Mr Mrs TBN: Wife and I were watching Mr Mrs Creflo

Dollar. Mrs Dollar was going on and on about Women

equality etc. I told my wife you may as well turn off

the TV as Mrs Creflo is another Feminist wacko. Mrs

Creflo is not equal to anything at all anywhere. Not on

Earth and not in any uni-version. She is not even a

widget like from some Super-store. You cannot find a

wife at on these shelves. We and ladies are all

unique. And the rest is for each individual to deal

with.

Our universal Mathematical applicability of EQUALITY:

The REASON we consider our country the Land of

Promise and Opportunity is we consider and value our

citizens as individuals. In fact we have somehow known

all of us are absolutely unique, and that none of us are

equal at ALL. AND subsequently within our Country's G-

d given domain, recognized within principal and

principal open domain express-ability, all of our unique

citizens have unique value no one or anything else has.

AND no one else can provide. This gives us foundations

+ rationale for valuing our citizens as individuals. While

learning American History in school, they told us of

immigrants from Europe in early 1900's came to the

East Coast believing the streets in America were …
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… paved with gold. The only gold we have ever had is

this PROMISE. Equality and Equality of "Rights" are not

what enable this promise.

I had a premonition the other week: The American

swamp will be drained ( the flux and availability of easy

dollars). Trump or no Trump. The precipitating event of

this imminent drainage is the dramatic surge of US

National debt, principally caused by increase in Social

Security costs and Health care. Recent immigrants and

Democrat budgets have done this. Default on National

debt, whatever is the visible outcome. Democrats and

their desire for power to achieve national policy will be

ended. When the Government has no easy money, Nancy

Pelosi and Democrats will have zero power. … Zim is by

the way a long-time member and resident of the Denver

Swamp. I consider myself, “In the Swamp, but not of the

Swamp”.

THE GREAT AMERICAN SURVEY by Zim Mathematics:

Ask your favorite Democrat.; What is Truth to you?

Husbands ask your Wives; Is intelligent discussion of

interest to you? And report answers to your favorite

Social Media.

Thinking our Education System in US to blame for

pathetic dialogues in media. Where information is billed

as a form or variation of Truth, which is clearly not the

case for many of us. The US Education system has

become the largest Manure Factory in recorded History.

Exceeding known Fertility limits. The trouble is the

stink is reaching high heaven and nothing else is.

To quote a recent "Time Magazine" front page cover,

documenting their traditional and indisputable

reasoning capacity. Featuring a photo of an

"immigrant" and caption "You can't stop Global

immigration". The indisputable rationale that there

are some things we cannot stop, I acknowledge here.

The moral or lesson to this story may be, make sure

our "toilets" are connected to working plumbing, and

they connect to working sewage plants. Or we will be

sorry about this unstoppable chain of events as well.
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Democrats have now become the party of pot smokers

as well. Probably giving the significant voting majority

in Colorado. Don't know where they all came from?

Protector of oppressed, downtrodden, under

represented and now the poor pot heads, etc. Good

Job, Democrat Party!!! The long sought political

platform and outcome of a classless society, has

become a society with no class.

It seems that the Left and Democrat friends, do not

believe in a Higher Power. Like Jesus, for instance? It

seems they must believe in Santa Clause when it

comes to funding the Federal Budget. But I would like

to point out an important doctrinal error in assuming

this funding paradigm. Santa Claus always checks his

list before leaving the North Pole, to see if you have

been naughty or nice. So, the Democrat-Left may want

to find an alternative funding strategy for our

government. Our founding fathers did not include

“Mothering” or “Santa Claus” in our Elected Officials

Job Descriptions or of their created bureaucracies and

institutions either.

Christianity is considered by many as Faith based

AND/Or Evidence based. Our implicit/Explicit origins to

Scientific method

I fully expect to wake up one morning, and the

Democratic Party Platform to have disappeared, like

the early morning fog.

Most of us in Denver Colorado USA are aware from

our News Networks of the serious National and local

developments. The most dire development involves

the chronic losses of our local Denver Bronco foot

ball team. This has been going on for years, despite

the new multi-million dollar football stadium in

Denver! …
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… We as concerned citizens should petition our local

Denver and State Governments for relief in this

looming crisis, that has weighed heavily upon all it's

citizens. After all we do live in a Democracy. All

Mayor Hancock and the new Governor (I don't

remember his name) need to do is adjust the

appropriate rules or make new ones, while being

completely across the board, equitable, just and fair

enabling the Broncos win at least a simple majority

of the games. (Or some reasonable number of times).

This would lift an oppressive situation of years of

Bronco losses which is grossly unfair and unjust to

Denver and Colorado and its hardly working people. …

…This is not the fault of the common people of

Denver Colorado and "We The People" deserve

better! Is this the land of uni-versal equality and

better than average opportunity, or what? All of

Denver and Most of Colorado (Welfare Recipients,

Drug Addicts, Pot Heads, Legal/Illegal immigrants, &

o/Such Constituents) would support this initiative in

our wonderful State of Democracy. Making this the

Right thing to do for the Denver Mayor, City Council,

Governor.

In Zim Mathematics you can say anything and make

sense. But if you say it in Zim Mathematics you won't

come off as or be a Donkey's Behind. Most Democrats

may choose not to do mathematics, and prefer to "Hee

Haw, Hee Haw" the balance of their political career(s).

In my own estimation, I do have a measure of talent in

constructing a metaphor. … In honor of where the

limitations of metaphors can be exceeded. I leave the

next slide blank for 5 seconds.
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Mathematics vs. Pseudo Democrat Religion
Equality / Inequality

Mathematics Express-able 
as 

Equality and/or Inequality for Any Object(s).

Pseudo Democrat Religion Selection/Omission 

Express-ability 

as Equality or Inequality, per some choice.


